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Abstract—In this paper, we consider data mining from large
discrete trajectory data. We study closed pattern mining for the
class of trajectory envelope patterns. First, we introduce the
basic definition of trajectory data. Then, we present a depth-
first search algorithm that finds all trajectory envelope patterns
in a given database that satisfies constrants on maximum
width, minimum length, and minimum frequency. Finally, we
ran experiments on a real trajectory dataset to evaluate our
algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

By the rapid progress of mobile devices and sensors,
trajectory data from GPS and mobile sensors have been pop-
ular. Since trajectories are sequences of real-valued locations
with errors and missing values, mining of these trajectory
is not a straightforward task. Hence, research of trajectory
mining has attracted a great deal of attention for recent
years [1], [2].

A. Problem we consider

In this paper, we study a trajectory mining problem in a
trajectory database for the class EVP of envelope patterns
defined as follows. Let m and n ≥ 0 be any nonnegative
integers. Let S = { si | i = 1, . . . ,m } be a collection of
m two-dimensional discrete trajectories, called a trajectory
database, whose trajectory is a sequence of 2-dim points
si = (pij)

n
j=1 in R2 having the same length n. Then, an

envelope pattern of width θ > 0 and length ` ≥ 0 is a
triple P = (E, s, t) of a sequence E = (E1, . . . , E`) of
` = t− s+ 1 rectangles in R2, and time steps s ≤ t. P says
that there are some set X of k moving objects that have
locations close each other contained in squares E1, . . . , E`
at consecutive ` time steps τs, . . . , τt in interval I = [τs..τt].
Fig. 1 shows an example of an envelope pattern.

B. Main results

In the above definition of EVP , there can be potentially
infinitely many similar patterns for the continuous nature of
space domain. To overcome this problem, we then introduce
the class CEVP of closed envelope patterns, and study a

mining problem for closed and constrained envelope pat-
terns. As a main result, we present an efficient algorithm
DFM that, given maximum width θ, minimum length `,
and minimum frequency σ, finds all longest closed envelope
patterns with width ≤ θ, length ≥ `, and frequency ≥ σ
in a trajectory database. The algorithm combines depth-
first search, efficient closure computation, and hash-based
duplication check to achieve complete mining of all closed
envelope patterns.

Though the algorithm is complete to output all the solu-
tions, unfortunately, the running time and space are exponen-
tial in m due to non-anti-monotone nature of constraints on
σ and closure test. Thus, it does not have any proven output-
sensitive complexity. To examine basic characteristics of our
algorithm, we ran experiments on a real trajectory data.1

C. Related work

There are two lines of researches on trajectory mining:
trajectory clustering [2] and disk-based trajectory pattern
mining [3]. The most closely related work in the latter
context is the study of flock pattern mining [3], [4], [5].
Laube et al. [3] introduced the class of flock patterns, which
resemble to our envelope patterns except that each region is
implicit and defined by a fixed-radius circle. Laube et al. [3]
presented an O(nm logm+nmk2) time and O(nm) space
algorithm for flock patterns of length one, and Gudmundsson
et al. [4] presented an (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm.
Benkert et al. [5] tackled the problem for patterns with
general length, ` ≥ 1, and proposed an (2+ε) approximation
algorithm whose running time is polynomial in m and 1

ε , but
exponential in the length ` of a pattern. Our algorithm DFM
has time complexity that is exponential in m.

D. Organization of this paper

Sec.II gives basic definitions, and Sec.III studies closed
envelope patterns. Sec.IV presents our algorithm and Sec.V
shows experimental results. Finally, Sec.VI concludes.

1GeoLife project, http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/
projects/geolife/
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Figure 1. A 2-dim envelope pattern P1 = ((R1, R2, R3), 3, 5) in R2

containing three moving objects 2, 3, 4 at time steps t3, t4, t5 in I =
[t3..t5] in a set of trajectories, where R1, R2, and R3 are rectangles with
width ≤ θ. This envelope pattern is not closed since the rectangular regions
are not minimum bounding rectangles of their members.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we give the basic definitions and concepts
on trajectory pattern mining partly according to the Benkert
et al. [5]. Although the following definitions can be easily
generalized for dimension d ≥ 2, we deal with only 2-dim
case. For the definitions not found here, see textbooks of
computational geometry (e.g., [6]).

A. Basic definitions

N = {0, 1, 2, . . .} and R denote the sets of all natural
and real numbers, respectively. For any i, j ∈ N (i ≤ j)
and any a, b ∈ R (a ≤ b), we define the intervals [i..j] =
{i, . . . , j}. and [a, b] = { x ∈ R | a ≤ x ≤ b }. For a set A,
A∗ denotes the set of all possibly empty sequence over A.
For a sequence s = 〈a1, . . . , an〉 of n elements from A, we
define |s| = n, s[i] = ai, and s[i..j] = aiai+1 · · · aj . The
empty sequence is denoted by 〈〉.

A point in R2 is a pair p = (x, y) = (p.x, p.y) ∈ R2.
For a rectangle R = [x0, x1]× [y0, y1] in R2, the width
of R is given by width(R) = max{|x1 − x0|, |y1 − y0|}.
For a set S ⊆ R2 of points, let Sx and Sy be the
sets of all x- and y-coordinates of the points in S. The
minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) containing S is given
by MBR(S) = [x0, x1]× [y0, y1], where z0 = minSz
and z1 = maxSz for every z ∈ {x, y}. If S = ∅, then
MBR(S) = ∅, too.

Lemma 1: Let S be any set of points. any rectangle R in
R2, (i) MBR(R∩S) ⊆ R, (ii) X ⊆ Y implies MBR(X) ⊆
MBR(Y ), and (iii) MBR(R̂ ∩ S) = R̂ for R̂ = MBR(R ∩
S).

Let (A,≤) is a partially ordered set. The greatest lower
bound (GLB) of a subset X ⊆ A is the element x̂ ∈ A
that satisfies the following (i) and (ii): (i) x̂ ≤ y for any
y ∈ X (a lowerbound of X), and (ii) for any x ∈ A, if x is
a lowerbound of X then x ≤ x̂ holds.

B. Two-dimensional discrete trajectory data

Let O = {1, . . . ,m} be a set of m moving objects, or
their object IDs (OID, for short), and let τ1, . . . , τm be
specified time steps with τj−1 < τj for every j > 1. Let
S = {s1, . . . , sm} be a trajectory database, whose element
si (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is a sequence si = (pij)

n
i=1 of n points in R2,

called a discrete trajectory. Each point pij = (xij , y
i
j) ∈ R2

stands for the location of object 1 ≤ i ≤ m at time step
1 ≤ j ≤ n. Note that all trajectories in S have exactly
same length in our definition. Then, we define |S| = m and
||S|| =

∑m
i=1 |si| = mn.

In the case for either an unevenly sampled sequence ŝi, or
a continuous function ŝi : [0,∞)→ R2 as in real trajectory
data, we simply transform it to an evenly sampled trajectory
si = (pij)

n
i=1 by sampling n consecutive points from ŝ at

the specified time steps t1, . . . , tn. We also assume that O,
S, m, and n are fixed, otherwise stated.

C. Trajectory envelope patterns

A 2-dim trajectory envelope pattern (or an envelope
pattern, EVP) of length ` in S is a triple P = (E, s, t),
where E = 〈R1, . . . , R`〉 is a `-tuple of 2-dim rectangular
regions in R2, called an envelope, and s, t (1 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ n)
are indices in [1..n] such that ` = t − s + 1, called the
start and end positions of P , respectively. The width of P
is w = max1≤j≤k width(Rj). We denote by start(P ) = s,
end(P ) = t, len(P ) = k, and width(P ) = w. If ` = 0,
then P0 = (〈〉, s, s− 1) is the empty pattern, and we define
len(P0) = 0 and width(P0) = 0.

Example 1: In Fig. 1, we show an example of an envelope
pattern P1 = ((R1, R2, R3), 3, 5) of length 3. We see that
P1 contains three moving objects 2, 3, and 4 among five
objects at time steps t3, t4, and t5 in interval I = [t3, t5].

For any 1 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ n, we denote by EVP(s, t) the
class of all envelope patterns P = (E, s, t) with starting
and ending positions s and t. Then, we define EVP(s) =
∪t:s≤tEVP(s, t) and EVP = ∪sEVP(s). Obviously, the
class EVP is uncountable since all rectangles in R2 is
uncountable.

Next, we define the semantics of envelope patterns by
their cover sets. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the i-th trajectory si
is contained in an envelope pattern P = (E, s, t) of length `
if for every 1 ≤ j ≤ `, the (s+j−1)-th point is contained in
the j-th rectangle Rj , i.e., pis+j−1 ∈ Rj . In other words, si is
contained in P iff the subsequence (pis, . . . , p

i
t) is contained

in the set R1×· · ·×R`.
Definition 1 (cover set): The cover set of an envelope

pattern P in S is the OID set CovS(P ) ⊆ O defined by:
for every i ∈ O, i ∈ CovS(P ) iff si is contained in P .

Finally, we define the frequency of P in S by freqS(P ) =
|CovS(P )| ≥ 0, the number of all trajectories of S that P
contains.



III. CLOSED TRAJECTORY ENVELOPE PATTERNS

A. Envelope patterns with fixed start and end time steps

Let s ≤ t be any time steps. We introduce a binary relation
vs,t on EVP(s, t), called the specificity relation, as follows.
For any envelope pattern Pi = (Ei, s, t) ∈ EVP(s, t), where
i = 1, 2, with specified start and end positions s and t, we
say that E1 is more specific to E2, denoted by E1 vs,t E2,
if E1[j] ⊆ E2[j] for every 1 ≤ j ≤ `, where ` = t− s+ 1.
E1 is properly more specific to E2, denoted by E1 @s,t E2

if E1 vs,t E2 and E2 6vs,t E1 hold.
Lemma 2: The relation vs,t on EVP(s, t) is a partial

order.
Proof: We can easily verify that the reflexivity, transi-

tivity, and anti-symmetricity hold on EVP(s, t).
Lemma 3: Let X ⊆ O be any subset of OIDs. Then,

there exists the greatest lower bound (GLB) of all envelope
patterns P in EVP(s, t) whose cover contains X w.r.t. vs,t.

Proof: Let ` = t − s + 1. Firstly, we can compute the
GLB P̂ = (Ê, s, t) by the following procedure: If ` = 0,
then we put P̂ = (〈〉, s, t). Otherwise, for each j ← 1, . . . , `,
let S[j] = { pij | i ∈ X } be a set of points at time step j,
and then let Ê[j] = MBR(S[j]). Finally, we set Ê to be
the `-tuple Ê = 〈Ê[1], . . . , Ê[`]〉. Next, we show that P̂ is
actually the GLB as follows. Let P = (E, s, t) be any EVP
whose cover contains X . Then, X[j] ⊆ E[j] holds for every
j. Since Ê[j] is the MBR of X[j], we have Ê[j] ⊆ E[j].
Hence, it immediately follows that P̂ vs,t P .

In the proof of Lemma 3, we can show that the GLB P̂
can be computed in O(k`) time, where k = |X|.

B. One-sided closed envelope patterns

From now on, we consider the envelope patterns with
specified start time and bounded width. Let s ∈ [1..n] and
θ > 0 be any positive numbers. We denote by EVP(s, θ)
the set of envelope patterns P such that start(P ) = s and
width(P ) ≤ θ. Clearly, EVP(s, θ) ⊆ EVP(s) holds.

We extend the specificity relation vs,t on EVP(s, t) to the
binary relation vs, called the one-sided specificity relation,
on the class EVP(s) of envelope patterns with same start
time as follows. For any EVPs Pi = (Ei, s, ti) ∈ EVP(s),
we define E1 vs E2 if (i) len(E1) ≥ len(E2) holds
(equivalently, t1 ≥ t2), and (ii) E[1..`] vs,t E2[1..`] holds,
where t = t2 and ` = len(E2) = t2− s+ 1. We also define
E1 @s E2 if E1 vs E2 and E2 6vs E1 hold.

Lemma 4: The relation vs on EVP(s) is a partial order.
Proof: We can easily verify that the reflexivity, transi-

tivity, and anti-symmetricity of vs hold in EVP(s).
Below, we define a representative envelope pattern

CEVP(X, s, θ) in EVP(s, θ) that is generated by a subset
X ⊆ O of OIDs.

Definition 2: (longest width-bounded pattern generated
by an OID set) Let X ⊆ O be any OID set, s ∈ [1..n],
and θ > 0. We define the envelope pattern CEVP(X, s, θ)

Algorithm 1 An algorithm that computes the one-sided
closed envelope pattern in EVP(s, θ) generated by an OID
set X with start time s and maximum width θ.

1: procedure GETLONGESTEVP(X, s, θ)
2: j ← 1; h← s;
3: while true do
4: X[h] = { pih | i ∈ X };
5: Ê[j]← the MBR of the set X[h];
6: if width(Ê[j]) > θ then
7: k ← j − 1; t← h− 1; break;
8: end if
9: j ← j + 1; h← h+ 1;

10: end while
11: return P̂ = (〈Ê[1], . . . , Ê[k]〉, s, t);
12: end procedure

generated by X , given s and θ, to be the unique pattern
P̂ ∈ EVP(s, θ) that is the GLB of all envelope patterns
in EVP(s, θ) whose cover contains X w.r.t. vs. In other
words, P̂ is a pattern that satisfies the following conditions
1) and 2):

1) P̂ ∈ EVP(s, θ) and X ⊆ CovS(P̂ ).
2) For any P ∈ EVP(s, θ), if P satisfies X ⊆ CovS(P ),

then P̂ vs P holds.
Theorem 1 (existence and uniqueness of closed pattern):

For any OID set X ⊆ O, s ∈ [1..n], and θ > 0, the envelope
pattern CEVP(X, s, θ) always exists, unique, and can be
computed in O(`m) time.

Proof: We show that the procedure GetLongestEVP in
Alg.1 computes CEVP(X, s, θ). Suppose that P̂ is its output
for X . Let P ∈ EVP(s, θ) be any pattern of length ` ≥ 0
whose cover contains X . From Lemma 1, we can show that
the iteration of the while-loop in Alg.1 never stop for any
1 ≤ h ≤ `, and further P̂ vs P holds. Then, the uniqueness
and time complexity immediately follows.

Now, we introduce our class of closed envelope patterns
as follows.

Definition 3 (one-sided closed envelope pattern): A pat-
tern P̂ ∈ EVP(s, θ) is a (one-sided) closed envelope pattern
in S if P̂ = CEVP(X, s, θ) for some subset X ⊆ O.

The set X is a generator of the closed pattern P̂ , and
called its core set. Note that a core set of P̂ is not unique. A
closed pattern here is termed one-sided because it is obtained
by expanding a pattern rightward as long as possible from
fixed start point .

We denote by CEVP(s, θ) the class of all closed envelope
patterns within EVP(s, θ) in S. We also define CEVP(θ) =
∪sCEVP(s, θ) and CEVP = ∪θCEVP(θ). We define the
closure of P ∈ EVP(s, θ) by the closed pattern CloS(P ) =
CEVP(CovS(P ), start(P ), θ).

Lemma 5 (closure): The operator CloS(·) satisfies the
following properties for any P,Q ∈ EVP(s, θ):



1) CloS(P ) vs P .
2) P vs Q implies CloS(P ) vs CloS(Q).
3) CloS(CloS(P )) = CloS(P ).

Proof: By defining an operator MBS(R) = MBR(R∩
S) for rectangle R and any point set S, we can show the
claim from Lemma 1. We omit the details.

Corollary 2 (characterization of closed envelope patterns):
For any envelope pattern P ∈ EVP(s, θ), the following
conditions are equivalent each other:

1) P is a closed envelope pattern in S
2) P = CEVP(X, s, θ) for some X ⊆ O.
3) P = GetLongestEVP(X, s, θ) for some X ⊆ O.
4) CloS(P ) = P .

Proof: From Theorem 1 and definition of closed pat-
terns, Conditions 1), 2), and 3) are equivalent each other.
Then, it follows from definition of CloS(·) that 4) ⇒ 2).
Now, we show that 2) ⇒ 4). Let P = CEVP(X, s, θ) for
some X (2). We can show that if R = MBR(S) for some
point set S, then MBR(R ∩ S) = R. Applying this claim,
we can that CloS(P ) = CEVP(CovS(P ), s, θ) coincides to
P . Thus, we have 2) ⇒ 4). This completes the proof.

C. Closed constrained pattern mining problem

Even restricted to closed ones, the number of all possi-
ble EVPs in a given database S is prohibitive. Thus, we
incorporate a set of constraints as well as closedness into
our envelope pattern mining problem. Now, we state our
problem as follows.

Closed Constrained Envelope Pattern Mining Problem:
Input: A collection S = {s1, . . . , sm} of 2-dim trajectories
with real numbers θ > 0, ` > 0, and an integer σ ≥ 1.
Output: Find all closed envelope patterns P in CEVP
appearing in S such that width(P ) ≤ θ, len(P ) ≥ `, and
freq(P ) ≥ σ without duplicates.

The next theorem validates the use of closed patterns in
our trajectory mining problem.

Theorem 3 (representative in constrained pattern mining):
Let s ∈ [1..n]. If some pattern P ∈ EVP(s) satisfies the
constraints on `, θ, and σ, then there exists some closed
pattern P̂ ∈ CEVP(s) with CovS(P ) = CovS(P̂ ) that
satisfies the same constraints.

Proof: Let P ∈ EVP(s, θ) be any pattern satisfying
the constraints on `, θ, and σ. Then, we can show that
P̂ = CloS(P ) ∈ CEVP(s, θ) satisfies the desired property
that CovS(P ) = CovS(P̂ ). Moreover, we can show that
(i) len(P̂ ) ≥ len(P ), (ii) width(P̂ ) ≤ width(P ), (iii)
start(P̂ ) = start(P ), and (iv) freq(P̂ ) = freqt(P ).
Therefore, P̂ satisfies the constraints on `, θ, and σ.

Theorem 3 above says that there is no loss of information
even when we restrict our attention to closed envelope
patterns in CEVP . Our goal here is to devise a practically
efficient algorithm that solves the above problem for large
transaction databases.

Algorithm 2 The main algorithm for finding all closed
envelope patterns with length ≥ `, width ≤ θ, and frequency
≥ σ in a database S = {s1, . . . , sm} of m trajectories of
length n.

1: procedure DFM(S, θ, `, σ)
2: Θ← (θ, `, σ);
3: HM← ∅; //a hash table for envelope patterns
4: for i← 1, . . . ,m do
5: for s← 1, . . . , n do
6: RecDFM({i}, s, i,m,S,Θ,HM);
7: end for
8: end for
9: end procedure

IV. ALGORITHM

We present an algorithm DFM (Depth First Miner) for
mining closed envelope patterns under given constraints
from an input trajectory database.

A. Outline of our algorithm

In Alg.2 and Alg.3, we present the main algorithm DFM
and its recursive subprocedure RecDFM, respectively. The
main algorithm DFM in Alg.2 first receives an input trajec-
tory database S and constraint parameters θ > 0, ` > 0, and
σ ≥ 1, and invokes the recursive subprocedure RecDFM in
Alg.3 with each singleton OID set X = {i}, where i ∈ O,
and other arguments.

B. Recursive depth-first search algorithm RecDFM

Starting from a singleton OID set X = {i}, the subpro-
cedure RecDFM in Alg.3 recursively generates all closed
envelope patterns P satisfying given constraints by recur-
sively expanding the current core set X ⊆ O using depth-
first search approach such as Eclat algorithm. The algorithm
RecDFM consists of the following steps.

1) Generation of core sets: At lines 1, 3, 4, and 13, the
algorithm generates a child core set Y ⊆ O from the parent
core set X using the depth-first search ([7]). In the DFS,
the algorithm starts from a singleton set X = {i} for each
i ∈ O. In an iteration, the algorithm expands X by adding a
new object i ∈ O such that i > k = max(X). This ensures
enumeration of core sets in a unique way. By incrementally
maintaining k = max(X), this step can be implemented in
O(1) time.

2) Computation of the closed envelope pattern and its
cover set: At line 5, the algorithm computes the longest
and most specific envelope pattern P = CEVP(X, s, θ)
for a core set X generated using the subprocedure Get-
LongestEVP. At line 8, the algorithm computes the cover
set L = CovS(E) by simply scanning all of m trajectories
one by one in O(`) time per trajectory. These computations
take O(`m) time.



Algorithm 3 A DFS algorithm that recursively searches for
closed and constrained envelope patterns with start time s
in CEVP(s)

1: procedure RECDFM(X, s, k,m,S,Θ,HM)
2: (θ, `, σ,∆)← Θ;
3: for i← k + 1, . . . ,m do
4: Y ← X ∪ {i}; //Expanding a core set.
5: P ← GetLongestEVP(Y, s, θ);
6: if P.length < ` then
7: continue; //Prune descendants by `
8: L← CovS(P );
9: if |L| ≥ σ and HM[(s, L)] = ⊥ then

10: Output P as an answer;
11: HM[(s, L]← P ;
12: end if
13: RecDFM(Y, s, i,m,S,Θ,HM);
14: end for
15: end procedure

3) Checking anti-monotone constraint: At line 6, the
algorithm checks if the obtained pattern P satisfies the
minimum length constraint `. The next lemma says that the
pruning of the current core set X with θ and ` is sound and
does not lose any successful branches.

Lemma 7: Let s ∈ [1..n]. Let Xi ⊆ O and Pi =
CEVP(Xi, s, θ) for every i = 1, 2. Then, we have:

(a) X1 ⊆ X2 implies width(P1) ≤ width(P2).
(b) X1 ⊆ X2 implies len(P1) ≥ len(P2).

Proof: The lemma follows from the property that X1 ⊆
X2 implies EVPS(X1) v EVPS(X2).

4) Checking monotone constraint and duplicate detec-
tion: At line 9, the algorithm checks the frequency constraint
σ of P and the duplicate detection for P . Since two distinct
core sets X1, X2 can generate the same closed envelope
pattern P , explicit test for duplicates is required by using a
hash table HM that stores all discovered closed patterns P
with the unique key (start(P ),CovS(P )) for P . Note that
the above tests cannot prune the descendants since these
constraints are not anti-monotone unlike those for θ and `.

C. Analysis

Combining the above arguments, we give the correctness
and the complexity of our main algorithm. Let M be the
output size, i.e., the number of closed patterns in S as
solutions and and N be the number of all core sets X that
RecDFM examined. Clearly, M ≤ N ≤ n2m.

Theorem 4 (main theorem): The algorithm DFM of
Alg. 2 correctly finds all closed trajectory envelope patterns
P ∈ CEVP in S such that width(P ) ≤ θ, len(P ) ≥ `,
and freq(P ) ≥ σ without duplicates in O(`mN) time and
O(`M) space.

Unfortunately, DFM is not a depth-first search algorithm
in strict sense as in [7] since we cannot make complete
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pruning by length constraint and duplicate detection. To
cope with this, the algorithm uses a hash table HM to avoid
duplicates, but it still generates N candidate core sets. Due
to this fact, the algorithm does not have output-polynomial
time complexity. Furthermore, since the hash table stores M
entries, it may require exponential space in the worst case.

V. EXPERIMENTS

Finally, we report preliminary computational experiments
to examine basic properties of the proposed algorithm DFM
on real trajectory dataset.

A. Data and method

We used GPS trajectory dataset collected in Microsoft
Research Asia, GeoLife project, consisting of 12,034 GPS-
trajectories obtained from 165 pedestrians in 30 cities in-
cluding Beijing from April 2007 to August 2009, containing
over 18 million points in 795MB. As test data, we selected a
small subset consisting of 80 trajectories with average length
from 3 to 4 points, whose total size are 316 points in 14KB.

We implemented our algorithm DFM in C++ and com-
piled by g++ of GNU, version 4.5.3. We used a PC (Intel
Core i7 CPU, 2.80GHz, 8GB of RAM) running Windows 7.

B. Results

In Fig. 2, we show the result on the running time (left) and
memory usage (right) by varying the input size. We observed
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that the running time increases as the input size increases,
and we did not observe any clear dependency of memory
usage on the input size. For example, the algorithm took
130 sec for finding six patterns in 80 trajectories. Hence,
the current implementation is quite slow, and will take much
time for large data sets.

In Fig. 3, Fig. 4, and Fig. 5, we show the results on the
running time (left) and the number of solutions (right) by
varying the minimum frequency σ, the maximum width θ,
and the minimum length `, respectively. In these figures,
we first saw that the algorithm discovered from zero to
six patterns in the data set depending on the values of
parameters σ, θ, and ` as expected. In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5
with varying θ, and `, we observed that the running time
is almost proportional to the number of solutions. In Fig. 3
with varying σ, we did not observed such dependency.

Summary of Experiments: The above behavior of our
algorithm was similar to other transaction data mining
algorithms [7], [8]. By inspection, a large potion of running
time was consumed in computing cover sets and duplicate
detection, which is partly a reason of the large computation
time of the current implementation of our algorithm DFM.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the closed and constrained
envelope pattern mining problem from trajectory data. We
presented a depth-first mining algorithm DFM for the prob-

lem, and ran experiments on a real trajectory dataset to
examine its basic behavior.

We list some of our future work. Though we assumed a
database consisting of trajectories with same start time and
the same length, it will be interesting to extend our frame-
work for trajectories with various start times and lengths.
From our experiments, we observed that a large potion of
running time were spent for scanning redundant part of OID
lists for a cover. Thus, it is important to skip redundant part
by using geometric constraints [6]. Extension to two-sided
closed patterns will be also interesting. Pruning in our DFS
search was not complete due to monotonicity constraints
such as minimum frequency and closedness. Therefore, it
will be important to divise complete pruning methods such
as PPC-extension of LCM [9].
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